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Abstract

For most computer end–users, web browsers and Internet
services act as the providers and protectors of their per-
sonal information, from bank accounts to personal cor-
respondence. These systems are critical to users’ con-
tinued lifestyles but often show no evidence of surviv-
ability [43], or robustness against present and future at-
tacks. Software defects, considered the largest risk to
survivability [43], are quite prevalent in consumer prod-
ucts and Web service software components [9]. Recent
widespread security issues [17] [16] serve to emphasize
this fact and show a lack investment in survivability en-
gineering practices [19] [20] [49] [52] that may have mit-
igated the risk.

Common software components that comprise indus-
try software, commercial or free, were authored and de-
ployed with functional isolation in mind. Despite orig-
inal intent, many of these components are migrating in
to Internet–connected systems. The context switch from
functional isolation to extreme connectivity changes
the threat environment of these components dramati-
cally [7] [52]. Most software that has undergone this sort
of insecure context switch has received very little secu-
rity attention. This paper briefly surveys recent examples
of these sorts of context switches. In particular, we focus
on the survivability and inoculation [29] of regular ex-
pression engine implementations in connected environ-
ments. Through the course of this research, a number of
critical vulnerabilities were uncovered that traverse op-
erating systems and applications including Adobe Flash,
Apple Safari, Perl, GnuPG, and ICU.

1 Introduction

The existence of software defects are attributed to many
causes, ranging from expected human error to poor de-
veloper education [40] [41] [98]. In the past decade,
the evolution of software use and analysis were added as

complicating factors. Survivability engineering [43] fo-
cuses on these factors and the of application risk mitiga-
tion tactics at all levels, especially technical ones, to aid
in fortifying software as it ages [19] [20] [49] [52]. Even
though there has been extensive research into survivabil-
ity engineering, very few of the guidelines [49] [52], or
even other known good security practices, appear com-
monplace in industry software, and the general state of
software security may still be as Blakley described nearly
twelve years ago [7]. A basic review of software de-
fect occurrence rates, as a contraindicator of survivabil-
ity, reinforces the bleak outlook on the current environ-
ment [9] [69] [68].

Survivability engineering, however, is largely a
counterintuitive concept in normal software develop-
ment [52], especially when it comes to code reuse. Code
reuse is encouraged [46] and common, as evidenced by
the large number of commercial and open source soft-
ware libraries and their extensive use across the software
industry. Software libraries, or any reusable components,
are often designed with specific usage contexts in mind.
These uses may be well–defined using any number of
formal, such as UML [71], or informal techniques, but
rarely are the complete intentions effectively commu-
nicated to the end–developer, especially as these com-
ponents age. There is no established standard for de-
scribing the expected threat environment of a software
library, and even if there was, there is no mechanism to
enforce the use of such a standard. While domain spe-
cific repositories aid in context–safe reuse [27], there are
not many comprehensive repositories which match func-
tional domains with security domains [60]. This leaves
little option for developers except to rely on program-
ming language–supplied features and software compo-
nents selected by their advertised functionality. This be-
havior, when not carefully considered, leads to insecure
context switching.

This paper contributes a thorough examination of the
survivability and inoculation [29] of a prime example



of insecure context switching: modern regular expres-
sion [42] use. Regular expressions are an idiomatic tech-
nique for text search and manipulation with a presence
in nearly every modern programming language, from C
to Ruby. Their widespread acceptance has lead regular
expressions to be exposed unquestioningly in potentially
hostile, connected environments. This would be unsur-
prising, and unimportant, if regular expression engine
implementation was trivial or if regular expression en-
gines were implemented with connected environments in
mind. However, the creation of robust implementations
is still an open topic of research [47] [21], and regular ex-
pressions were implemented, initially, in functional iso-
lation as a text editor feature [15].

1.1 Background

Survivability of specific software components is not the
only measurement of overall system survivability. While
a number of serious vulnerabilities are discussed later in
the paper, the view should not be overly bleak. Many
legacy, and even just poorly implemented, software com-
ponents exist and are in common use, but there are inoc-
ulation, or risk–mitigating tactics, already at play at a
lower–level.

Most modern operating systems deploy a number of
risk–mitigating mechanisms to add to the overall robust-
ness of the system. Many tactics are used explicitly to
prevent software defects from becoming fully exploitable
vulnerabilities. Some of these tactics are address–
space layout randomization [70], non–executable mem-
ory pages [61] [97], and capability-enforcement sys-
tems [50] [3]. In addition, compilers, like GCC [28],
provide the addition of stack canaries [22] and position
independent executable support [39]. The combined ef-
forts of base system libraries, language compilers, and
the operating system layers add to the overall survivabil-
ity. While none of these techniques prevent exploitation
entirely, they do increase the complexity of creating reli-
able exploits.

In addition to these base system extensions, there is
work which provides risk–mitigation at the application
layer. Systrace [63], presented in 2003, provides a mech-
anism for intrusion prevention aiding the overall sur-
vivability of the system. Unfortunately, system call–
based policy enforcement systems, like systrace, are not
supplied by default with most operating system distri-
butions. There are also other software fault isolation,
or software sandboxing, systems in existence [102], but
their deployment is similarly scarce.

The lack of sandbox integration and the unenforced
nature of many of the base system mitigation tactics
leaves single components liable for full system surviv-
ability. Dowd’s recent whitepaper [17], describes such

a scenario. Flash suffered from an exploitable vulnera-
bility, but as it was not compiled in a fashion compat-
ible with Windows Vista’s ASLR functionality, no ran-
domization occured which allowed for reliable exploita-
tion on Vista. This is not an isolated incident; many
systems and software do not support or use these fea-
tures [65] [10], and when they do, they are still not im-
pervious to all known attack techniques, much less future
developments in software security research.

1.1.1 Regular Expression History

Since the introduction of regular expressions to the
QED text editor [15] and the Unix environment in the
1970s [45], regular expression use, as a means of suc-
cinctly expressing acceptable grammars, has increased
continuously. They have even garnered an accepted place
in many IETF standards. A simple review of IETF stan-
dards, or RFCs, shows a continued reliance on regular
expressions. This is likely due, in large part, to the re-
lease of a public domain, regular expression engine by
Henry Spencer in 1986 [72] [73].

Beginning around 1990, regular expressions moved
from a command–line environment and text editor fea-
ture to an expected piece of functionality in most
programming languages. Starting with Tcl [75],
EMACS/Lisp [48], and Perl [94], this trend [8] contin-
ues into modernity with PHP, Python, Ruby, Javascript,
Actionscript, C#, Java, and so on. In spite of the contin-
ued inclusion of regular expressions as core functional-
ity, many of the engines derive their code, at least tan-
gentially, from Spencer’s original release [74]. This an-
cestry leads to heavily patched implementations blind
to newer, or even parallel, advances in this area of re-
search [47] [11]. Even for engines that have emancipated
themselves from this legacy, regular expression imple-
mentation is not a trivial task.

1.1.2 Regular Expression Security

Past research into the security of regular expression en-
gine implementation has been limited to specific features
in specific engines or to the overall execution–time ro-
bustness issues which affect most full–featured, non–
deterministic finite automata–based engines. In a re-
cent article, Cox provides a detailed discussion of the
exponential execution–time issues across multiple well–
known implementation [11]. Additionally, these issues
are well–defined as the risks of regular expression en-
gines [47] [21] [31] and of exponential algorithms in gen-
eral [12].

Exponential search algorithms aside, the most promi-
nent example of regular expression security research is
the vulnerability [78] found in PCRE’s [33] validation of
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quantifier values. The vulnerability received substantial
attention due to its use in attacking Apple’s Safari web
browser. Other than this discovery, no regular expression
security code auditing or testing appears to be noted in a
public forum prior to this research.

Additionally, it is important to note that the publicly
disclosed vulnerabilities included in this work along with
a light overview were presented previously at IT Defense
2008 [58].

1.2 Paper Structure
This paper continues with a discussion of recent exam-
ples of insecure context switches. Section 3 examines the
survivability of the surveyed regular expression engines
in terms of software defects as well as specific inocula-
tion tactics. Section 4 discusses an additional discussion
of general inoculation tactics. Section 5 provides con-
clusions and information on the availability of the fault
testing software developed.

2 Insecure Context Switches

There are a number of quite recent examples which ex-
emplify the increased risk of security-sensitive context
switches. In particular, the examples below all involve
the exposure of software to hostile environments. This
creates an attack surface that did not explicitly exist prior
to the new usage.

2.1 Malware analysis
Malware, or malicious software, is subjected to exten-
sive analysis by industry and academic researchers. This
research is considered vital to the stability of the Inter-
net [64], but analysis may leave the researchers open to
attack. In particular, dynamic, or runtime, analysis of
malicious code exposes tools to explicitly hostile code.

The use of virtual machines is a standard technique
which has long been considered a reasonable approach
for dynamic analysis, if the virtual machine and its mon-
itor are securely implemented [23]. However, many re-
searchers were using standard, consumer-targeted virtual
machines for this analysis work. Using virtual machines
written with an emphasis on consumer software compat-
ibility in this context exposes the software to new, un-
expected threats. A full discussion of these threats and
some inoculation efforts were presented last year [57].
This analysis led to increased security attention from
consumer-grade virtual machine authors. It also raised
the general awareness of the risks involved with using
virtual machines in unexpected contexts [36] [24].

Even though most dynamic malware analysis tech-
niques involve the use of some form of sandbox, native

or virtual machine, systrace, or other approach, there are
still many instances where it is considered safe to an-
alyze software without those additional risk-mitigating
systems in place. One example involves the analysis
of malicious javascript, presented last year [55]. The
technique discussed uses command–line javascript in-
terpreters, like NJS [5] and Rhino [54], to evaluate po-
tentially malicious javascript. In theory, this approach
is similar to sandboxing the code because its execution
context is now not within a live browser. However, this
change of execution context is also a change of security
context for the command-line javascript interpreters. The
change provides a new surface for the attacker to explore
and a surface that was not designed with the analysis of
explicitly malicious software in mind. For example, NJS
may suffer from unreported vulnerabilities that have little
impact in their current context. In the other case, using
Rhino may allow the attacker to instantiate and use any
number of native Java classes.

2.2 Databases

Databases and their use have evolved in a large num-
ber of ways since their inception [56]. Given the im-
portance of databases to Web services, database soft-
ware has adapted with usage, even if at slightly delayed
pace. A major example of this switch of contexts was
the move of databases from use in internal, controlled
environments to exposure via the Internet. Bina, et. al.
discussed some of the first database-wrapping Web in-
terfaces in 1994 [6], but research into effective database
use in that context was still considered an active research
topic in 1999 [14]. Even with the security concerns taken
in to account in Bina’s 1994 work, the details of the expo-
sure via a frontend wrapper had not yet been considered.
Since then, the backend databases have changed and at-
tacks like SQL injection have become quite prominent.
As database-driven Web content became more common,
yet another unforseen security context was added. Com-
panies began to offer databases as a service. This new
context meant that multiple unrelated users may have ac-
cess to a database containing each other’s information.
It also means that the hosting provider must now worry
about direct, malicious attacks against the database inter-
face itself [2].

The fundamental relationship of databases to modern
software drives its use in to new and unexplored ter-
ritories. The most recent shift comes with the devel-
opment of HTML 5, standard browser-based database
support [34]. This functionality entails browser-side
databases that are manipulated via server-supplied code.
In fact, these are already deployed and can be found in
Firefox 3 [25], Adobe Air [1], and Google Gears [30]. As
with past context switches, this change opens databases
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to new threats. The prior risk of trusted users attack-
ing the database now broadens to include the risk of un-
trusted users. This is a very different environment. Thus
far, efforts in this direction have focused on a shared
database implementation, SQLite [35]. SQLite has re-
ceived some security attention from one of the authors of
this paper [18] as well as context-aware work from its de-
velopers. Even with these steps towards inoculation, this
context switch still requires close, continued scrutiny to
avoid repeating the events of similar, historic switches.

3 Regular Expression Survivability

Much like databases, regular expressions have a long
history in computer science [96] and are heavily inter-
twined with its future. The ubiquitious reliance on reg-
ular expression engines conjoined with the considerable
age of many of the implementations provides an ideal
case study in survivability. In order to determine the
overall survivability of regular expressions, multiple can-
didates were selected across platform and programming
language. Empirical analysis of survivability was per-
formed against each of the candidates using both manual
and automated security testing techniques. Results were
publicly confirmed. In addition, specific conclusions re-
garding the inoculation of regular expressions engines
were put into practice with, as of writing, success.

Table 1: Regular expression engines analyzed
engine language platform

Adobe Flash Actionscript multiple
Adobe Reader Javascript multiple

GNU grep shell Unix–based
ICU C/C++ multiple

jscript Javascript windows
mono C# multiple

OCaml OCaml multiple
oniguruma ruby multiple

PCRE C multiple
PostgreSQL SQL/c multiple

Python python multiple
Spidermonkey Javascript multiple

Tcl Tcl multiple
Sun’s util.regex Java multiple

3.0.1 regfuzz

A majority of the testing was performed through the
automated generation and evaluation of complex and,
potentially, malformed regular expressions [53]. Reg-
ular expression patterns were generated iteratively us-
ing a seeded, pseudo–random number generator to de-

termine each subsequent term and the overall length of
the pattern. The generator started with an innermost term
and expanded outward. Both standard and non-standard
constructs were supported for analysis. Nearly every
implementation supports submatch extraction, character
classes, and repeating terms, but some engines, like that
of Perl, also support Unicode character classes and back–
references. The analysis of engine–specific features di-
rectly contributed to our final findings.

The automated testing library is called regfuzz. It is
written in C along with small test harnesses for each lan-
guage, where possible. Also, SWIG [76] was used to
enable this single library to test additional languages like
Perl, python, OCaml, and Tcl. For languages that could
not be used with SWIG, such as Javascript and Action-
script, regfuzz was translated manually to the target lan-
guage. To ensure optimal performance when testing, a
pure SQL version of regfuzz was written for use with
PostgreSQL, but the performance was an order of mag-
nitude worse than a C–based module.

3.1 Results

All of the regular expression engines tested suffered
from the well documented exponential–time execution,
or compilation, vulnerabilities [31] [11] [12]. Those
findings will not be discussed in detail nor will any undis-
closed vulnerabilities. Instead, attacks which affect the
overall survivability of regular expressions in a highly
connected, or highly exposed, context are discussed. Due
to space constraints, detailed discussion is limited to
PCRE and Adobe Reader with a note regarding addi-
tional findings.

3.1.1 PCRE

PCRE is a popular BSD licensed regular expression li-
brary written in C. It supports a wide range of regu-
lar expression-related functionality and has bindings for
most popular programming languages. The comprehen-
sive nature of PCRE’s feature set only serves to increase
the overall potential for bugs.

Numerous exploitable vulnerabilities in PCRE
were discovered. Four heap overflow vulnerabil-
ities [79] [80] [83] [85] were found due to the
mismanaged escape sequences, incorrect compiled
byte code size estimates, and poorly parsed Unicode
characters. Two of the vulnerabilities were denial of
service attacks [82] [84] due to other incorrect Unicode
character and character class handling. Finally, an
information leakage vulnerability [81] occurred with
certain input bytes were used in non–UTF8 mode.

As PCRE migrated into connected environments ac-
cepting remotely–supplied regular expression patterns as
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input, its security context changed immensely. All of the
vulnerabilities discussed below would be mere software
defects in its original context. Now, all of these defects
are exploitable vulnerabilities. The impact is amplified
by its widespread use. PCRE is used and accessible to
hostile users in Apple Safari, Konqueror, Adobe Flash,
and all browsers where Flash is supported as a plugin.
This wide deployment of PCRE into highly connected
environments shows both a lack of focus on survivability
and the high level of risk that stems from this inatten-
tion. The vulnerabilities above were prime candidates
for widespread exploitation just as Mark Dowd’s recent
vulnerability was [17].

3.1.2 Adobe Reader

Adobe Reader is a well–known PDF viewer that is sup-
ported on most popular operating systems. In addi-
tion, it is often used as a Web browser plugin which
is started automatically when a PDF file is visited. It
supports regular expressions via the embedded javascript
engine. When javascript support is enabled, the de-
fault state, all loaded PDFs have access to its facilities.
Reader used an old version of Netscape’s publicly re-
leased javascript engine which predates the more mod-
ern Spidermonkey. This dated implementation suffered
from a number of vulnerabilities in regular expression
handling, in part due to the regular expression code itself,
but also due to legacy string handling memory vulnera-
bilities present in the Netscape javascript engine. The
combination of these problems resulted in multiple, po-
tentially exploitable Reader vulnerabilities [91].

Like Flash, these vulnerabilities may be used to attack
Web browsers on all popular operating systems. In addi-
tion, malicious PDF files may also be emailed to targets
or shared on public file sharing nodes on internal net-
works with similar effect. The outdated libraries used in
Adobe Reader showed very little awareness of the risk
associated, and the use of Adobe Reader as a browser
plugin undermined the survivability of the browser on
the whole. Since this research, Adobe has taken strides
to modernize, such as the replacement of its javascript
engine, in order to avoid additional attacks against legacy
code in this highly connected context.

3.2 Additional findings

A number of other libraries suffered from vulnerable
software defects. This includes systems ranging from
programming languages to databases. Normally, attacks
against programming languages are of little interest since
they only impact the software authors. As features, like
regular expressions, become more accepted, they are ex-
posed regularly to end-users. This context switch trans-

lates software defects, like those below, in to security
vulnerabilities.

• Perl [95] suffered from an exploitable heap over-
flow [90]

• Tcl [59] and PostgreSQL [62] were vulnerable to
one out of bounds read [86] and two two denial of
service attacks [89] [91]

• ICU4C [38] had one heap buffer overflow [88], and
an out of bounds memory access [87]

• Boost::Regex++ suffered from two denial of service
conditions [93] [92], one of which may have further
implications

These findings affect a large number of web applica-
tion and end-user software, as well as backend services,
all due to the exposure of regular expressions to poten-
tially hostile users without deploying any risk mitigating
tactics.

3.3 Inoculation
Safe and robust regular expression engine implemen-
tation is quite difficult. The expected features of any
modern regular expression engine range from submatch
extraction and back references to Unicode character
classes. Given this complexity, it is wise to deploy in-
oculation techniques which mitigate the risk of future
security-relevant software defects. Below are specific in-
oculation tactics which may be deployed by developers
to enhance the overall survivability of systems deploying
these engines.

Do not expose regular expressions to a hostile environ-
ment. This is the ideal scenario from a security perspec-
tive, but it is, of course impractical. Regular expressions
are a core feature of Javascript which is a core feature of
modern web browsers. However, this is not the case in
all instances. For example, javascript may be disabled by
the user in Adobe Reader rendering the discussed attack
vector nonexistent.

Do not compile with -DNDEBUG. In the engines sur-
veyed, many sanity tests in the code bases were done
with assert calls. These assertions are removed on com-
pilation if the NDEBUG value is defined. By not defining
this, the software will unexpectedly abort on assertions.
This is equivalent to a denial of service attack, but it min-
imizes the exposure to more severe attacks.

Time and memory bound all phases. The compilation
phase and execution phase of regular expression han-
dling should be limited by total time and by total mem-
ory. This practice will avoid both exponential execution
time and asymmetric memory usage.

Limit recursion and/or backtracking. Engines, like
PCRE, support limiting the maximum amount of recur-
sion for a particular regular expression. This is crucial
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for avoiding stack overflows when recursive evaluation
techniques are used. This is often the case in backtrack-
ing algorithms.

Limit number of NFA states. When regular ex-
pressions are compiled to non–deterministic finite au-
tomata, limiting the maximum number of states pro-
vides an upper bound on both the execution time and
memory usage of a particular pattern. This has been
used in parser–generators [51] for years, but was only
recently added to Mozilla Spidermonkey through the
javascript.options.relimit option. As part of this re-
search, Tcl and PostgreSQL added state–limiting as
a compile–time option to their regular expression en-
gine [77].

Only use white–listed patterns. The use of white-listed
patterns allows the developer to ensure that the engine
will behave in a pre-defined manner. In most cases, it
also guards against vulnerabilities introduced through fu-
ture pattern-language features. As part of this research,
the authors of GnuPG [44] were contacted and chose
to make this exact change. Since GnuPG implements
the OpenPGP standard, it allows a trust signature packet
which relies on regular expressions for trust signature
validation. The range of required regular expression pat-
terns was quite small, but the existing implementation
allowed for any possible pattern to be supplied, and even
via a remote key server or e-mailed key file.

When authoring patterns, avoid exponential evalua-
tion. When using known good regular expressions, it
is important to avoid patterns which may have an ex-
ponential evaluation time on specially crafted text input.
Friedl [26] supplies examples of expensive expressions,
as does Cox [11].

4 General Inoculation

Inoculation techniques are often very specific to the soft-
ware being inoculated. Specifically, the layers close to
the primary software functionality will be the most tai-
lored to its expected contexts. This is seen in the mit-
igation tactics recommended for regular expression en-
gines. However, this does not preclude more generalized
approaches. Below are obvious, but necessary, recom-
mendations for moving towards consumer systems with
higher survivability rates.

Use system facilities: Operating systems, system li-
braries, and compilers all provide functionality that in-
crease the difficulty of successful, reliable exploitation.
These are easy for developers to use and have minimal
impact on performance or usability. There is no reason
for software to not employ them.

Software fault isolaton: There are numerous tech-
niques for isolating software in sandboxes, from sys-
trace [63] to ptrace [99] and more [102] [100] [101].

Fault isolation is a proven intrusion prevention tech-
nique and, in some ways, approximates the original,
functionally–isolated context of the software. It allows
for centralized software access policy management and a
single, smaller source code base for security auditing. In
addition, this is a technique that can be deployed by both
tech–savvy end–users with coarse–grain control and de-
velopers with fine–grain control. In particular, developer
integration of sandboxes in software, especially software
with plugin support offers huge gains in survivability.
This was discussed in the work by Grier, et. al. on se-
cure web browsing [32]. By placing all plugins in a sand-
boxed environment, SELinux in their case, the potential
for successful intrusion was decreased dramatically. This
form of integration with existing codebase is extremely
desirable.

Context-aware development: Developers must be
aware of the context in which their code will be de-
ployed. With this awareness, they can apply inoculation
tactics that will minimize their software’s use outside of
its expected context. For example, several of the miti-
gation tactics for regular expressions involve supporting
configurable limits on compilation and execution. These
limits allow the risks of any future, unknown, contexts to
be controlled by the users of the software. In addition,
there are a number of excellent references for writing
secure software with context-appropriate recommenda-
tions [66] [37] [67] [13].

Context-aware usage: Developers must be aware
of the intended security contexts of the software they
choose to (re)use. This awareness will enable them to
gauge the newly introduced risks and take mitigating
steps, such as configuring maximum run–time or sand-
boxing riskier components.

5 Conclusions

Regular expression engine use is a strong example of
the lack of survivability engineering practices in modern
Internet-connected software. Legacy software libraries
are used without regard for their original context or the
risks that are introduced through the high level of con-
nectivity. The disregard for context is only magnified by
the lack of any risk mitigation techniques. This behavior
undermines the survivability of the entire software sys-
tem, and in many cases, the entire computing platform.

The risk of exploitable software defects will continue
to rise with the addition of new security contexts and will
be barely mitigated by the slow, reactive patching of af-
fected software [4]. Only through the proactive applica-
tion of inoculation techniques, like software sandboxing,
operating system-provided defenses, and security con-
text aware development, will the risks be truly minimized
for the end user.
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